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from different batches anyway, the foreman should
check whether any batch-related differences could
affect the processing of the films and the result.

Preliminary remarks

The following are general instructions for applying
ORAGUARD Stone Guard protective films to vehicles.
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3.2.1
Test bonding
After cleaning the vehicle and before each final bonding operation, it is absolutely necessary to make a
bonding test and to check the final bonding strength of
the film after 24 hours. For comparison purposes, we
recommend to bond the film at the same time on an
uncritical surface (such as a window pane). Should
the bonding strength be too high and / or gas bubbles
form, the above described cleaning procedure must
be repeated. The same applies if the bonding strength
is inadequate (for instance if the vehicle or vehicle
parts were treated with agents marketed with reference to nano-sealing / coating or nanotechnology).
If the cleaning procedure was repeated, the abovedescribed bonding test must be done again.

Storage and processing
®

Roll stock of ORAGUARD stone guard protective
films must always be stored suspended or upright on
the included roll supports in cool, dry places away
from the sun. Before being processed, the selfadhesive films should be adapted to the moisture and
temperature conditions prevailing in the processing
premises. An indoor climate of 40% to 50% relative
humidity and a temperature of +18° to +22°C is ideal.
If the above-mentioned conditions are radically altered, dimensional changes of the protective paper
may result. A consequence would be inadequate
flatness of the self-adhesive material and dimensional
deviations of the blanks. Specific storage directions
given in the respective technical information must be
observed.
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3.2.2
Required tools
Bonding tools:
- Film squeegee with felt lip
- Film / paper knife or scalpel
- Hot air gun

Procedure

To achieve an optimum result, thoroughly clean the
®
base before applying the ORAGUARD - stone guard
protective film.

3.1

3.2.3
Processing conditions
- As a minimum requirement, the vehicle must have
the bonding temperature recommended in the data
sheet.
- Clean and dust free room, preferably with car lift or
mounting ramp.
- Power connection

Cleaning the base

The vehicle base should generally be cleaned with
conventional cleaning agents. Do not use substances
attended to form a coating or sealing layer by means
of nanotechnology on the base to be cleaned.
a) Clean the vehicle on the day before in a car wash
tunnel (brush washing – no hand washing!)
b) Thoroughly check surfaces and edges for residues
of preservative wax or polishing agents and remove them with industrial cleaning agents or silicone remover (isopropanol alone is not effective).
c) Finally, the surfaces to be bonded must always be
cleaned with isopropanol. This will remove most
efficiently all residues of previously used cleaning
agents (spirit is not recommended).
d) Thoroughly dry the vehicle, use hot air blower to
remove any residual moisture, particularly moisture trapped under rubber seals.
Note:
Solvent residues owing to improper cleaning or a
recent paint job may result in blisters forming between
the film and the base and affect adherence. Make
sure that films are only bonded to completely dry and
hardened coating finishes. As a rule of thumb, allow a
minimum drying period of three weeks.

3.2

3.2.4
Preparatory measures
- Measure vehicle parts and generously cut blanks.
- The film is trimmed when applied to the vehicle. If
films of a width of up to 152cm are used, many vehicles can be film-coated without any disturbing edges
or overlaps.
- The edge to be cut is always the gap-width edge
adjacent to the vehicle part to be bonded.
- The resulting excess length of film corresponding to
the gap width should be folded over towards the interior area.
- Do not cut the films flush with the vehicle edges in
order to avoid film shrinkage of and mechanical
strain on open cut edges caused by cleaning brushes, airstream, etc.
- If the film still needs to be cut on the vehicle surface,
put siliconized masking tape or similar material under the edge to be cut. After cutting, slightly raise
the film to remove the masking tape before getting
on with final bonding.

Film bonding

3.2.5

ORAFOL recommends using only material of the
same batch for application. If you want to use material

Bonding procedure
®

In general, ORAGUARD Stone Guard protective films
shall be processed like calendered flexible PVC films.
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Dry bonding is recommended to experienced users,
but wet bonding is also possible.
Dry bonding:
- Position the film to be bonded on the vehicle and
secure it with adhesive tape or film scraps.
- Make sure that the film projects about 5cm over the
edges of the vehicle part to be bonded.
- Remove the backing paper and evenly stretch the
film over the vehicle part.
- Press the film on to the vehicle with squeegee in
even, far reaching wiping movements.
- For convex surfaces (such as mudguards) heat
large area of film with a hot air gun. Keep a sufficient distance between the film and the hot air gun.
- Do not trim / fold over the edges before the film has
cooled down.
Wet bonding:
- Wet bonding should only be used during the warmer
months of the year with temperatures from + 18°C
so as to allow for the rapid evaporation of any residual moisture and to achieve the required bond
strength.
- Spray the open adhesive side and the surface to be
covered with film with low surface-tension water
(water + detergent). To ensure quick adhesion of the
adhesive, 20% isopropanol should be added to this
mixture (not cleaner’s naphtha or glass cleaner).
- Place the film on the surface to be bonded. The big
advantage is that the blank can be easily positioned
at this stage.
- Press down the film with overlapping wiping movements; make sure that water trapped between the
base and the adhesive is completely pressed out.
- If the base to be bonded comprises sheet metal lap
or butt joints, cut the film with a sharp cutter to prevent detachment of the film when the base moves.
- Any cloudiness of the adhesive developing after the
application usually disappears after 3-5 days, i.e.
once the residual moisture has evaporated and the
adhesive has reached its ultimate bond strength.
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Removability

The precondition for removing the film is a base and
ambient temperature of not less than +20°C. Carefully
remove the film at an edge by means of a knife and
slowly peel it off at an angle of 180°. The use of a hot
air blower considerably facilitates this operation. In
case of very old films, adhesive residues may stay on
the base, which are easily removed with adhesive
remover.
These Processing Instructions are based on our
know-how and experience. They do not comprise
explanations of every aspect to be considered during
film bonding. Specific know-how and skills of advertising technicians or bonding specialists are expected.
Because of the wide range of factors influencing processing, bonding and use, we advise you to perform
your own tests for special applications. A guarantee of
specific properties cannot be derived from this information.
Oranienburg, 2011-6-30
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After completion of the work

The vehicle should be kept at the bonding temperature for at least another 24 hours. In case of dark
bases, a light haze may persist. After about 3 days the
film has reached its optimum ultimate bond strength
so that the vehicle may be taken to a car wash without hesitation. Wait at least three weeks before treating film-coated surfaces with polishing agents. Only
wax-free water-based plastic polishes should be used.
Do not clean film-coated vehicles with high-pressure
cleaners and caustic chemicals.
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